ABOUT THE ARTIST
Andy Hancock - Born in Melbourne Australia - now American Artist, Sculptor and Idea generator for the past 30 years across the world.
Sea Turtle Location: Sea Ranch Restaurant
Website: www.sandcastlelessons.com
Telephone: (956) 433-9948
Email: sandcastlelessons@gmail.com

ABOUT MY SEA TURTLE ARTWORK
Lucy, the sea turtle at Sea Ranch, was created in locally-sourced mesquite and mounted with heavy-duty fittings. My wood sculptures across the island use recycled native Texas hardwoods such as mesquite, ebony, and oak to create unique pieces! Andy’s work can be found across the island at various locations and if you see him at work - say hello!

Thanks to the South Padre Island Convention & Visitors Bureau for the opportunity to bring pleasure to everyone who visits. When we share, we grow!